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In the tradition of the bestselling Quest Study Bible comes an edition especially for kids
ages 11-14, the NIV Youth Quest Study Bible. With answers to approximately 4,000
questions right next to the passages they are about, this Bible helps middle-schoolers
grow deeper in their love for God and the understanding of his Word Features include: *
About 4,000 questions and answers about the Bible alongside the text * Drawings and
illustrations show how biblical objects looked * In-text maps show the locations of
specific events * Book introductions provide the inside scoop on each book * A subject
index shows where to locate topics in the Bible * Color maps reveal the locations of
important places * Timelines explain how key events unfolded * A concordance makes
verses easy to find
The book of Exodus contains the stories that have entertained people for many
decades at the movies and on television, yet few people realize that the central event of
the entire Old Testament is found in the book of Exodus: God's revelation as savior of
his people. Exodus: God to the Rescue is an excellent Bible study for groups who want
to take a closer look at this primary theme that eventually reaches its fulfillment in Jesus
of Nazareth. A Guided Discovery of the Bible The Bible invites us to explore God s
word and reflect on how we might respond to it. To do this, we need guidance and the
right tools for discovery. The Six Weeks with the Bible series of Bible discussion guides
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offers both in a concise six-week format. Whether focusing on a specific biblical book or
exploring a theme that runs throughout the Bible, these practical guides in this series
provide meaningful insights that explain Scripture while helping readers make
connections to their own lives. Each guide is faithful to Church teaching and is guided
by sound biblical scholarship presents the insights of Church fathers and saints
includes questions for discussion and reflection delivers information in a reader-friendly
format gives suggestions for prayer that help readers respond to God s word appeals to
beginners as well as to advanced students of the Bible By reading Scripture, reflecting
on its deeper meanings, and incorporating it into our daily life, we can grow not only in
our understanding of God s word, but also in our relationship with God."
This unique, comprehensive work tackles questions posed by the polemics of the
Church Fathers against the Roman theater and explores the subsequent developments
of Western liturgical drama as a continuation of the Roman theater up to the time of
Amalarius of Metz in the ninth century.
The Fastest Way to Learn The Bible... Guaranteed! We start by Examining 3 Vital
Chapters in Genesis & the Book of Exodus: Genesis is all about beginnings and God
has indeed displayed how almighty and powerful He is. He created all things and it is
through Him why you are living a great life now. In the book of Genesis, you are about
to learn the stories of Adam and Eve, Noah and his Ark, Abraham, Lot, Isaac, and a lot
more characters to whom you will find great examples of loyalty and faithfulness to the
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Lord. The Book of Exodus likewise provide many different life events like the Plagues,
the Passover, Manna and Quail, Moses, the 10 Commandments and a whole lot more.
In here, you will witness the sacrifices of God's people and how they were able to get
back on their feet and went to the promise land God has commanded them. Taking the
time to read the Bible or attend in a Bible study group will help you become more
knowledgeable of His Word. Sometimes, it is best to study with a group, say Bible study
for men or Bible study for women because these people provide you with insights you
probably have never thought of before. In study groups, you will also get to share your
life experiences and how God has touched your life through those events. As you study
many Bible verses and get to know Jesus more, do not forget to ask the Holy Spirit to
give you an open mind and heart to accept what God wants you to learn. Ask Him to
give you the wisdom to understand Bible chapters and scriptures you find confusing.
The Lord looks at the heart and He knows your needs and desires even before you ask
Him. Let this Bible guide assists you in your journey towards knowing your Father in
heaven and how you long to have an intimate relationship with Him. Now is the best
time to start your walk with the Lord. Remember, the perfect timing is now. The
Chapters we'll explore are the following: CREATION - Genesis 1 PASSOVER - Exodus
12 TEN COMMANDMENTS - Exodus 20 Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...
God's amazing love as displayed on the Book of Genesis - the Creation. The love He
has for His children, no matter how cruel they become, was evident in the events that
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took place during those early times... The interpretations of this particular chapter of the
Bible along with lessons you can learn from it... How these lessons are linked to how
you live your life at this modern times... The story of the Passover where the Lord
struck the houses in Egypt and those who did not put blood on their door frames...
Moses and the 10 commandments the Lord gave through him... Interpretations and
explanations for each commandment and their significance in our daily lives... Much,
much more! Understanding the Bible Has Never Been This Easy... Get Your Copy Now!
Ready for adventure? Embark on a fun, exciting journey through God's Word with the
full-color NKJV Adventure Bible. Along the way you'll meet all types of people, see all
sorts of places, and learn all kinds of things about the Bible. Features include: "Life in
Bible Times - Articles and illustrations describe what life was like in ancient days;
"People in Bible Times" - Offers close-up looks at amazing people of the Bible; "Did
You Know?" - Provides interesting facts that help you better understand God's Word;
"Let's Live It!" - Includes hands-on activities to help you apply biblical truths to your life;
"Words to Treasure" - Highlights great verses to memorize; a concordance for help in
finding verses; book introductions for basic facts about each book of the Bible (who
wrote it, where it took place, and why it was written); 20 special pages with Bible facts
and fun, all with a jungle safari theme; and 8 pages of color maps.
Ideal for lay Bible teachers, small group leaders, or any student of the Bible, this
reference library provides a thorough look at Bible passages and events while applying
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a practical message for today's believers.
Discover Jesus In Every Book of the Bible Jesus isn’t just found in the gospels of
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. His presence can be felt throughout the whole Bible,
even in Genesis. The Jesus Bible contains the complete New International Version
(NIV) with daily study helps that point to Jesus and show how he fulfilled the prophecies
for the Messiah found in the Old Testament. A perfect way to see the overarching
narrative of the Bible, The Jesus Bible includes these features: Presentation page for
personalization and gift giving Book introductions explain where Jesus appears in each
book of the Bible 365 devotions revolve around the “sightings” of Jesus in the Old
Testament and his life and teachings in the New Testament Application notes to help
apply Jesus’ teachings to real life today Hundreds of clues highlight the
promises/prophesies made about Jesus in the Old Testament and the fulfillments in the
New Testament Index of the Old Testament prophecies fulfilled in Christ List of Jesus’
miracles and parables Timeline of Jesus’ life Lineage of Jesus Concordance to help
find key topics, people, and events in the Bible
God is real. Everything we say about God is made up. Holy Rascals is a rousing call to
anyone ready to go beyond “isms” and ideologies, and live in the world as a liberating
force of justice, compassion, and joy. “Holy rascals are spiritual culture jammers who
use humor, play, creativity, and critical thinking to reveal the human origins of
religions—and how religions mask their true origins behind the conceit of divine origins,”
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writes Rabbi Rami. Here, he illuminates: • The making of a holy rascal and the great
task of “freeing religion from the parochial and for the perennial” • The art of “hacking
the holy,” or pulling back the curtain on religion’s fear-based mechanisms of control •
The provocative tools and one-of-a-kind practices of the holy rascal, with guidance for
creating your very own “rascally” ways “Holy rascality is about rekindling spiritual
creativity and critical thinking,” explains Rabbi Rami. “It is about freeing the human
capacity for religiosity—the capacity for making meaning—from the confines of brandname religion. Holy rascals are playful and lighthearted. While our task is serious—the
liberation of humanity from the madness of unhealthy and harmful religions and
religious beliefs—our attitude is not.” Holy Rascals brings you Rabbi Rami’s one-of-akind inspiration, humor, and practical insight to help you on your mission.

The most common English translations of the Bible often sound like a single,
somewhat archaic voice. In fact, the Bible is made up of many separate books
composed by multiple writers in a wide range of styles and perspectives. It is, as
Michael Carasik demonstrates, not a remote text reserved for churches and
synagogues but rather a human document full of history, poetry, politics,
theology, and spirituality. Using historic, linguistic, anthropological, and
theological sources, Carasik helps us distinguish between the Jewish Bible’s
voices—the mythic, the historical, the prophetic, the theological, and the legal. By
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articulating the differences among these voices, he shows us not just their
messages and meanings but also what mattered to the authors. In these
contrasts we encounter the Bible anew as a living work whose many voices tell
us about the world out of which the Bible grew—and the world that it created.
Listen to the author's podcast.
Excerpt from Christ in All the Scriptures: And Beginning at Moses and All the
Prophets He Expounded Unto Them in All the Scriptures the Things Concerning
Himself On the glorious resurrection morning Mary went to seek for Jesus. She
sought Him in the tomb, but He stood beside her. She thought He was the
gardener, but the one word "Mary" revealed to her her Saviour. As we read some
passage in the Old Testament how often our eyes are holden, and we see only
the earthly form: we see Aaron the priest, or David the shepherd, or Solomon the
king; but if, like Mary, we are really seeking the Lord Jesus, He manifests Himself
to us through the outward type, and we turn in glad surprise, and, looking up,
say, "Rabboni" (lit. my great One). As we continue to seek, we find Him in the
least expected places of the Old Testament, until the whole grows luminous with
the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. "In the volume of the book it is written
of Me." All the lines of history and type, of Psalm and prophecy, converge
towards one centre - Jesus Christ, and to one supreme event, His death on the
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Cross for our salvation. And from that centre again all the lines of history in the
book of Acts, of experience in the Epistles, and of prophecy in Revelation radiate
out once more to testify that the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the
world. After His resurrection our Lord not only "opened the Scriptures" to His
disciples, but also "opened their understanding that they might understand the
Scriptures." He is ready to do the same for us. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Many people are often understandably intimidated or overwhelmed by the sheer
size and complexity of the Bible. But now popular author and Boston University
professor Peter Kreeft has written a clear road map of the Bible, focusing his
keen insight and engaging wit on the core message of each book. It won't take
long for you to understand why his guide to scripture has become a best-seller!
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Sparkling with intelligence and Kreeft's trademark humor, You Can Understand
the Bible will transform dry study into spiritually satisfying adventures in God's
Word. Regardless of how you approached- or didn't approach- the Bible before,
you'll come away with a new appreciation of its depth and meaning. Kreeft also
provides practical guidance for praying the scriptures every day, allowing the
reader to delve into the messages of scripture in a manner that will surprise,
delight, and reward.
Catholicism has been a prominent Christian sect for more than 1,700 years, and
is professed by more than 1.2 billion people worldwide. People outside the faith
who seek to understand it sometimes have trouble comprehending its structure,
values, traditions, and beliefs. Idiot's Guides: Catholicism holds the key to the
mysteries of the Church. In it, readers get: A clear explanation of what Catholics
really believe-the foundational tenets and creeds upon which the Church is built.
An understanding of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit and the Catholic Bible.
Details on the visible signs of Catholicism, including Grace, the rites and
sacraments, and the call to serve. A walk-through of the Mass according to the
New Roman Missal. A discussion of sin, morality, virtues and vices, and Heaven
and Hell from the Catholic perspective. Explanations of specific prayers that are
central to the faith, stories of the saints, and other ways to seek spiritual growth.
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An overview of the highlights of Catholic culture, including key people and places,
art and literature, Catholic practices, and the Catholic calendar.
Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses - Hundreds of Verses Organized by Topic
Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses has hundreds of Bible verses organized by
topics so you can find the Scripture reference you want quickly and easily. Some
of the topics include: God, Holy Spirit, Jesus, Words of Comfort and Strength,
Old Testament events, the Life of Jesus, Book of Acts/The Early Church, Money,
Prayer, and much more. You will refer to Where to Find Favorite Bible Verses
again and again as you look through the Bible for the important "nuggets" of
wisdom that can only be found in the Scriptures. Depending on the topic, Where
to Find Favorite Bible Verses provides a short portion of Scripture along with the
location in the Bible. For example: •Topic: Words of Comfort and Strength
•Subtopic: Angry •A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up
anger. Proverbs 15:1 •Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry.
Ephesians 4:26 •Be quick to listen, slow to speak ands slow to become angry.
James 1:19 •Do not repay evil with evil or insult with insult. 1 Peter 3:9
•Subtopic: Lonely •[The Lord] satisfies the thirsty and fills the hungry with good
things. Psalm 107:9 •O Lord, you have searched me and know me. Psalm
139:1-10 •I am with you always, to the very end of the age. Matthew 28:20 •You
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will leave me all alone. Yet I am not alone, for my Father is with me. John 16:32
•Topic: Commitment to God •[Choose] this day whom you will serve...As for me
and my household, we will serve the Lord. Joshua 24:15 •Your people will be my
people and your God will be my God. Ruth 1:16 •See first his kingdom and his
righteousness. Matthew 6:33 Other topical lists, such as Old Testament Events
and the Teachings and Parables of Jesus, have a short description and the
scripture reference. For example: •Joseph and his brothers - Genesis 37, 39-47
•Moses and the Burning Bush - Exodus 3:1-10 •Fall of Jericho - Joshua 6:1-25
•Daniel in the Lion's Den - Daniel 6 •and many more Where to Find Favorite
Bible Verses is designed to fit inside most Bibles, so you can have this important
resource available when you need it. You will want to buy extra copies of Where
to Find Favorite Bible Verses so you can give them out as gifts, stick them in
different Bibles around the house or give one to a friend who could use some
comfort from God's Word.
A discussion of each of the Ten Commandments and its connections with the
remainder of the Law of Moses, the teachings of the prophets and the New
Covenant revelation.
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Introducing Armageddon is Debora Roth Brewer's
first published work that details the controversial ten covenant commandments
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from GOD to the Jewish nation of Israel. The author makes a distinction between
the articles of the Law of GOD and these ten covenant commandments by
defining the two Hebrew words, 'mitsvah', and 'dabar' that are translated into the
English word 'commandments'. Taking the reader on an in-depth study, starting
with the giving of the Law to the children of Israel from Mount Sinai in the book of
Exodus chapter Nineteen, the secret to unlocking Armageddon is found in
scripture. The first ten articles of the Law of GOD found detailed in Exodus
Chapter 20 is what is traditionally accepted by the known Church world as 'the
ten commandments'. As the reader embarks on a biblical study it is discovered
that GOD calls another passage of scripture from Exodus "the ten
commandments." Without undermining the importance of today's "ten
commandments," Debora Roth Brewer challenges the reader to delve deeper
into the word of GOD to discover a hidden knowledge that is just now being
revealed by the Spirit of GOD. Spurred on by a "what does it matter" attitude from
fellow Christians, and direct opposition from denominational mind-sets, the
author cried out to GOD for inspiration. The LORD took her on a journey through
His Word. From Moses to Zephaniah and from Jesus to John the Revelator, this
book will challenge the Biblical novice, and also intrigue the doctors of the law.
This book is not for the lukewarm at heart toward the things of GOD, but is aimed
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at those whose opinions are either hot or cold. If you have a definite opinion
about the nation of Israel, about Christianity in general, or about the second
coming of CHRIST, this book is for you.
A collection of crime stories by authors including John Mortimer, Ellis Peters,
Charlotte Armstrong, Ralph McInerny and G.K. Chesterton.
Several times in Pastor Emry's writings and sermons, he refers to a Bible Law
Course, written by Bill Strittmatter. This entire course has been added to the
Memorial Library. This 16 lesson course contains hundreds of pages of material.
The NIV Kids’ Visual Study Bible, for ages 8–12, brings the Bible to life in fourcolor illustrated splendor. This study Bible includes a spectacular full-color interior
featuring over 700 illustrations, photos, infographics, and maps on every page
that visually represent key Bible information. Each page also features important
facts located near the relevant verse. Intriguing facts; colorful, engaging maps;
photographs; and illustrations make this a Bible they’ll want to explore. Features:
Over 700 four-color photographs, illustrations, infographics, and maps throughout
Full-color design Book introductions, including important facts and an image to
orient the reader One-column format with side bar study notes for ease of
reading Presentation page The complete text of the New International Version
(NIV) translation of the Bible
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Do you want to take your kids on an adventure through the Bible? The New
Revised Standard Version (NRSV) edition of the bestselling Adventure Bible®
will get them excited about God’s Word! Kids will be captivated by the full-color
features that make reading Scripture and memorizing their favorite verses
engaging and fun. Along the way you’ll meet all types of people, see all sorts of
places, and learn all kinds of things about the Bible. Most importantly you’ll grow
closer in your relationship with God. Features include: Full color throughout:
Makes learning about the people, places, and culture of the Bible even more
engaging Life in Bible Times: Articles and illustrations describe what life was like
in ancient days Words to Treasure: Highlights great verses to memorize Did You
Know?: Interesting facts help you understand God’s Word and the life of faith
People in Bible Times: Articles offer close-up looks at amazing people of the
Bible Live It!: Hands-on activities help you apply biblical truths to your life Twenty
special pages: Focus on topics such as famous people of the Bible, highlights of
the life of Jesus, how to pray, and the love passage for kids, all with a jungle
safari design Book introductions with useful facts about each book of the Bible
Complete text of the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) Over 10 million
copies of the Adventure Bible® brand have been sold, and it is recommended by
more Christian schools and churches than any other Bible for kids!
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So resounding is its message that echoes of the Exodus are heard throughout
the Old and New Testaments and the present. Exodus names and terms
permeate our biblical and liturgical vocabularies: Pharaoh, Moses, Aaron, burning
bush, I AM," plagues, Passover, manna, Ten Commandments, forty days and
forty nights, Ark of the Covenant. The Exodus experience, indeed, is central to
both Jewish and Christian traditions. Exodus is, as Mark Smith reminds us, not
only an ancient text but also "today's story, calling readers to work against
oppression and to participate in a covenant relationship with one another and
God." With Smith as their experienced guide, readers are able to march through
this basic book of the Bible with textual difficulties solved and stacked up like a
wall to their right and left, just as the Israelites "marched on dry land through the
midst of the sea with the water like a wall to their right and to their left" (14:29).
Undoubtedly, when finished, readers will be closer to the Promised Land than
when they started. Mark S. Smith is Skirbal Professor of Bible and Ancient Near
Eastern Studies at New York University. He has served as visiting professor at
the University of Pennsylvania, the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and the
Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome. Smith was elected vice president of the
Catholic Biblical Association in 2009. "
With over 9 million copies sold, the Adventure Bible brand is beloved by Christian
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schools, churches, and families alike. Now the #1 Bible for kids, including all of
the trusted essentials loved by parents, is available in an exciting polar
exploration theme! Ready for a frosty Adventure? Embark on a fun, exciting trek
through God’s Word with the NIV Adventure Bible, now in an all-new polar
exploration theme! While on this arctic adventure readers meet all types of
people, see all sorts of places, and learn all kinds of things about the Bible. And
most importantly you’ll grow closer in your relationship with God. Features of the
NIV Adventure Bible, Polar Exploration Edition include: The same trusted content
in a frosty new theme Full color images of polar animals, arctic outposts, and icy
landscapes throughout make learning about the Bible even more engaging Life in
Bible Times—Articles and illustrations describe what life was like in ancient days
Words to Treasure—Highlights great verses to memorize Did You
Know?—Interesting facts help you understand God’s Word and the life of faith
People in Bible Times—Articles offer close-up looks at amazing people of the
Bible Live It!—Hands-on activities help you apply biblical truths to your life Twenty
polar-themed pages focus on topics such as how to know you are a Christian,
famous people of the Bible, highlights of the life of Jesus, and how to pray. Book
introductions feature arctic art and important information about each book of the
Bible Dictionary/concordance for looking up tricky words Color map section to
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help locate places in the Bible Complete text of the New International Version
(NIV) of the Bible The NIV Adventure Bible is recommended by more Christian
schools and churches than any other Bible for kids!
The NIV Study Bible is the #1 bestselling study Bible in the world's most popular
modern English Bible translation---the New International Version. This best-loved
NIV Study Bible features a stunning four-color interior with full-color photographs,
maps, charts, and illustrations. One look inside this stylish white Italian DuoTone™ edition reveals why this Bible is a favorite for over nine million people.
The study Bible that’s just for girls! This Bible is filled with engaging features that
will help you learn more about yourself and your relationship with God. Designed
to encourage you to develop a habit of studying God's Word, you’ll discover how
relevant the Bible can be to your everyday life. Weekly studies and many of the
side notes are also linked to the women's study Bible, the NIV Women of Faith
Study Bible, allowing you and your mom to share God's Word together. Features
include: Weekly Bible studies apply biblical truths to life Side notes address
difficult passages and offer historical and cultural insights Journal captures other
girls' experiences or struggles along with space for you to record your own "I
Believe" statements of faith and foundational beliefs "Memory Challenges" are
verses worth remembering "If I Were There . . ." include Bible stories that place
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you in the Bible character's situation
Artist Archie Rand creates a glorious reimagining of the 613 Jewish
commandments using comic strips and pulp fiction jackets to capture each
mitzvah. A gift for the eyes, this unique collage of images, ranging from Lox to
superheroes, is not your Bubbe’s graphic novel. "If Leviticus seems an unlikely
text for a comic strip, look again. Or rather look at Archie Rand's magnificent
series of commandments, The 613. The beauty, terror, and fun are all there in
one magic, mesmerizing wall of colored shapes and visual oratory. It's a splendid
series." —John Ashbery “[R]ichly colored, always stirring works of visual art…[The
613] is something like seeing a cinema-sized version of ancient wisdom
transmuted through a comic (and then blown up again).” —Flavorwire “A new
book by a trailblazing artist...The 613 pairs mitzvahs with appropriated images
from Mad Magazine, pulp and 20th-century illustration. Sometimes the
connections are obvious, sometimes intriguingly oblique. It is outrageous and
inviting, in-your-face and mysterious, making Rand’s case 613 times over.”
—David Van Biema, Religion News Service Archie Rand's career as an artist
spans five decades and myriad themes and genres. Among his pioneering
explorations, The 613 is surely one of his most ambitious feats yet. Without any
idea where the work would be exhibited, Rand began transforming each and
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every one of the 613 mitzvahs, or commandments, into its own breathtaking
painting, a series that took five years to complete. Each of the gorgeous and
perplexing panels features a vibrant, unexpected image that brings forth the heart
of its law and commands our eyes to linger. Rand is startling and original in his
rich color choices, bold characters, and extraordinarily expressive approach. The
New York Times describes the paintings as "rendered in the style of comics and
pulp fiction book jackets, a dash of Mad magazine, a spoonful of Tales of the
Crypt, some grotesques, some superheroes, always action, emotion, drama."
Whether grotesque or dramatic, each painting provokes a sense of wonder and
self-reflection, making The 613 a book to be visited time and time again. Perfect
for readers of art, religion, or popular visual culture, The 613 may be the most
audacious and distinctive gift book of its kind.
"A modern classic....Thrilling and constantly illuminating."—Michael Dirda, Washington Post
Book World Through a distinguished career of critical scholarship and translation, Robert Alter
has equipped us to read the Hebrew Bible as a powerful, cohesive work of literature. In this
landmark work, Alter's masterly translation and probing commentary combine to give
contemporary readers the definitive edition of The Five Books. Winner of the PEN Center USA
Literary Award for Translation and the Koret Jewish Book Award for Translation, a Newsweek
Top 15 Book, Los Angeles Times Favorite Book, and San Francisco Chronicle Best Book.
An essential biography of one of the Bible’s most powerful and inspiring books Exodus is the
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second book of the Hebrew Bible, but it may rank first in lasting cultural importance. It is here
that the classic biblical themes of oppression and redemption, of human enslavement and
divine salvation, are most dramatically expressed. Joel Baden tells the story of this influential
and enduring book, tracing how its famous account of the Israelites’ journey to the promised
land has been adopted and adapted for millennia, often in unexpected ways. Baden draws a
distinction between the Exodus story and the book itself, which is one of the most multifaceted
in the Bible, containing poems, law codes, rituals, and architectural plans. He shows how
Exodus brings together an array of oral and written traditions from the ancient Middle East, and
how it came to be ritualized in the Passover Seder and the Eucharist. Highlighting the
remarkable resilience and flexibility of Exodus, Baden sheds light on how the bestowing of the
Torah to Moses on Mount Sinai divided Jewish and Christian thinkers, on the importance of
Exodus during the Reformation and the American Revolution, and on its uses in debates for
and against slavery. He also traces how the defining narrative of ancient Israel helped to define
Mormon social identity, the American civil rights movement, and liberation theology. Though
three thousand years old, the Exodus—as history, as narrative, as metaphor, as
model—continues to be vitally important for us today. Here is the essential biography of this
incomparable spiritual masterpiece.
So resounding is its message that echoes of the Exodus are heard throughout the Old and
New Testaments and the present. Exodus names and terms permeate our biblical and
liturgical vocabularies: Pharaoh, Moses, Aaron, burning bush, I AM, plagues, Passover,
manna, Ten Commandments, forty days and forty nights, Ark of the Covenant. Exodus is, as
Mark Smith reminds us, not only an ancient text but also todays story, calling readers to work
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against oppression and to participate in a covenant relationship with one another and God.
With Smith as their experienced guide, readers are able to march through this basic book of
the Bible with textual difficulties solved
The book consists of three essays and is an extension of Freud’s work on psychoanalytic
theory as a means of generating hypotheses about historical events. Freud hypothesizes that
Moses was not Hebrew, but actually born into Ancient Egyptian nobility and was probably a
follower of Akhenaten, an ancient Egyptian monotheist. Freud contradicts the biblical story of
Moses with his own retelling of events, claiming that Moses only led his close followers into
freedom during an unstable period in Egyptian history after Akhenaten (ca. 1350 BCE) and that
they subsequently killed Moses in rebellion and later combined with another monotheistic tribe
in Midian based on a volcanic God, Jahweh. Freud explains that years after the murder of
Moses, the rebels regretted their action, thus forming the concept of the Messiah as a hope for
the return of Moses as the Saviour of the Israelites. Freud said that the guilt from the murder of
Moses is inherited through the generations; this guilt then drives the Jews to religion to make
them feel better.
101 Myths of the BibleSourcebooks, Inc.
Help him grow into the young man God wants him to be The full-featured NIV Boys Bible is
designed to help boys ages 9 – 12 dig deep into God’s Word and learn amazing new facts,
discover inspiring people and stories, and uncover all kinds of stuff they never imagined was in
the Bible. Helpful, fun, and often downright astonishing, the NIV Boys Bible includes unique
and meaningful content developed around the needs and interests of growing boys. Features:
The full text of the accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) translation
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What’s the Big Deal? - Need-to-know biblical stories and people Check It Out - Interesting and
funny facts about Bible times and characters Grossology - Gross and gory stuff you never
knew was in the Bible Makin’ It Real - Help for applying Bible stories to your everyday life
Hundreds of highlighted verses worth memorizing Introductions to each book of the Bible
9-point type size
The student workbook covers the same people as the teaching activities manual. Each biblical
figure has a puzzle for the young person to work with that guarantees that they have the basics
of the story down, encouraging them to read about each person. A second page has a short
introduction to the character that explains their place in salvation history. This page also
contains reflection questions for the young people to consider as they make connections
between this biblical figure and their own lives.
Ready for Adventure? Embark on a fun, exciting journey through God’s Word with the 2013
NIV Adventure Bible. Along the way you’ll meet all types of people, see all sorts of places, and
learn all kinds of things about the Bible. Most importantly you’ll grow closer in your relationship
with God. Recommended by more Christian schools and churches than any other Bible for
kids. Features include: new timelines added to the book intros; new additions to the “People in
Bible Times;” new additions to the “Life in Bible Times;” Bible book names appear on page
edges to help the reader locate verses; full color; increased content in book introductions;
revised tip ins; and QR codes link to additional content online.
In his startling book, Gary Greenberg exposes the reality behind the greatest story ever told.
Learn about the Egyptian myths and ancient folklore that survive in one of history's most
sacred texts, and discover how: -King David's bodyguard, not David, killed Goliath -Noah's Ark
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did not land on Mount Ararat -Samson did not pull down a Philistine temple -There are at least
two versions of the Ten Commandments -The walls of Jericho were destroyed 300 years
before Joshua arrived there -Sodom and Gomorrah were mythical cities that never existed
-The story of Esther had nothing to do with the Jews of Persia -And much, much more 101
Myths of the Bible provides a new dimension of biblical studies for believers, historians and
anyone who has ever wondered about the facts behind the legends. By looking deeper into
history, Greenberg shows that the true story makes the Bible more interesting than ever
imagined!
The divine plan in Exodus was conceived by God before the creation, because Jesus was the
Lamb slain before the foundation of the world. This is the central theme of the Bible, and if a
person did not know about it, the Bible would remain a mystery. The Bible has been interpreted
many ways, but if we could state the theme and central message of the Bible, then we could
understand it much better. Exodus offers us a portion of that plan. Exodus is a story, which
makes it easy to read. It is the story of redemption and salvation and of the life of Israel
afterward, in which God told them what sacrifices would please Him and how to build Him a
house. Our study will include explanations of those animal sacrifices and how Christ fulfilled
them. This book was written to make Exodus more enjoyable and profitable in Bible study.
In this highly controversial and explosive book, archaeologist, historian, mythologist and
linguist Acharya S. marshals an enormous amount of startling evidence to demonstrate that
Christianity and the story of Jesus Christ were created by members of various secret societies,
mystery schools and religions in order to unify the Roman Empire under one state religion. In
developing such a fabrication, this multinational cabal drew upon a multitude of myths and
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rituals that existed long before the Christian era, and reworked them for centuries into the
religion passed down to us today. Contrary to popular belief, there was no single man who was
at the genesis of Christianity; Jesus was many characters rolled into one. These characters
personified the ubiquitous solar myth, and their exploits were well known, as reflected by such
popular deities as Mithras, Heracles/Hercules, Dionysos and many others throughout the
Roman Empire and beyond. The story of Jesus as portrayed in the Gospels is revealed to be
nearly identical in detail to that of the earlier savior-gods Krishna and Horus, who for millennia
preceding Christianity held great favor with the people. The Christ Conspiracy shows the Jesus
character as not unique or original, not “divine revelation.” Christianity reinterprets the same
extremely ancient body of knowledge that revolved around the celestial bodies and natural
forces. The result of this myth making has been “The Greatest Conspiracy Ever Sold.” .
Hailed as one of the most original works of history in years, America's Prophet reveals how
generations of Americans have been inspired by the story of Moses. The pilgrims quoted his
story. Franklin and Jefferson proposed he appear on the U.S. seal. Washington and Lincoln
were called his incarnations. The Statue of Liberty and Superman were molded in his image.
Martin Luther King Jr. invoked him the night before he died. Ronald Reagan and Barack
Obama cited him as inspiration. For four hundred years, one figure has inspired more
Americans than any other. His name is Moses. Traveling through touchstones in American
history, bestselling author Bruce Feiler traces the biblical prophet's influence from the
Mayflower through today. Meticulously researched and highly readable, America's Prophet is a
thrilling, original work of history that will forever change how we view America, our faith, and
our future.
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